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Could (+l/3e) Stable Particles be Consistent with Present Observations?

A i>&a?eh for Fractionally Charged Particles with an All-Electrostatic System
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The successes of the early quark models had led many of us to do

highly speculative experiments searching for free quarks. Early experiments

tended to concentrate on "normal" u and d quarks; several attempts to

concentrate them tried to make use of the expectations that, because of the

Coulomb force, they would most likely appear as negatively charged entities.

The +2/3e quark would bind an electron, and form a rather oversized

hydrogen atom with a net negative -l/3e charge; it is likely to be captured by

nuclei, because of the Coulomb repulsion.

The -l/3e quark, on the other hand, would be captured by the nuclear

Coulomb field and lower the number of charges at the center of the atom by

1/3. The number of outer electrons would remain unchanged in most cases and

the atoms would be negatively charged.

Various attempts were made to concentrate such negative ions, in our

case from

a) Air and Dust, where quarks produced by energetic cosmic rays or

incident as part of the primary cosmic ray flux would have a residence time of

perhaps several days;

b) Lunar Dust—whore no geochemistry has taken place for ~500

million years on the surface, and thus it is a great uunperturbed reservoir of

stopped cosmic ray primaries or secondaries;
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c) Seawater—a reservoir for all known elements, where fractionally

charged particles may tend to remain in solution—or Mn nodules which grow

slowly in seawater and may provide a good collection place for fractionally-

charged atoms.

Irt all cases, vaporized material was allowed to flow past an

electric field where negative charges were trapped onto a filament;

subsequently such filaments were studied in a Wien filter mass spectrometer,

with essentially zero mass resolution, to reject nothing but electrons. A few

anomalous peaks were eventually identified as esoteric species of negative

^ The conclusion of our measurements was that the concentration of quarks
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seemed £ 3.0 per nucleon, and other groups reached similar conclusions."

Then came a series of papers by the Stanford group, in which they

seemed to observe an abundance of quarks in levitation experiments on ultra-

pure zone-refined Nb spheres, cooled to superconducting temperatures. Their
— 70

results wouid imply a quark concentration of 10 per nucleon. This raised

the question •>£ the type of particles that may have eluded earlier searches .

In our case the answer was simple—if the stable particle were +l/3e, none of

our experiments would have seen them.

A stable +l/3e quark would have very strange and unique macroscopic

properties. Since it cou'.d bind an electron by only 1 eV, it could not be

bound to anything by more, and it would tend to be held very loosely, if at

all to other atoms, molecules or solids, diffusing readily through metals.

Thus a +l/3e particle would

a) Not have been seen in our ear Her searches.

b) Its mobility may explain the fact that In the Stanford

experiment fractional charges on a Nb ball ch.-inp,t-

frequeuely, after minimal handling.



Let us take the Stanford results at face value, and analyze them as

they appeared in April 1981. In Table 1 we see that

1. a l l but two of the 14 measurements of fractional charge were on

the largest Nb balls;

2. that all the changes between the fractional charges occur on the

largest balls; and

3. that of the 27 measurements on the largest balls 15 were

neutral, implying that the number of quarks per ball is probably

small—otherwise one would have expected ~9 neu t ra l s .

Table 1

Distribution of Measurements of Charges

Radius 0 - l / 3 e

140 \sm

116 Mm

98 Mm

T o t a l

15

1

10

26

The 140 urn balls are, in fact, three times as large in volume as

the smallest—if the quark concentration is low, it is perhaps not terribly

surprising that so few of the small balls have fractional charges.



The charge changing probabilities for these measurements are

in Table 2 and It Is clear that these changes are randomly distributed for tlie

Table 2
Changes in Charge between Successive Measurements on Same Ball

Radius Aq = +l/3e 0 -l/3e

140 um 6 8 5

116 um
8

98 um

Total 6 16

large balls, suggesting that perhaps it is reasonable to assume that each of

the measurements on large balls is independent of the previous value.

A.) If the probability of a Nb ball having one or more fractional

charges depends on random statistics, and

B.) If the number of fractional charges depends on independent

random variables from measurement to measurement, and

C.) II" the average number of fractional charges per ball is ^ 1

one may perhaps choose between +l/3e (-2/3e) or -l/3e(+2/3e),

If the probability for at least one fractional charge on a Nb ball

is a then the a,rjix.XQXX probabilities P(0), P(l), and P(2) for seeing zero (or

3n), one (or 3n+l), and two (or 3n+2) fractional charges on a ball is given by

P(0) = [1 + a + a2] l

P(l) = cx[l + n + rt2]"1

P(2) = .t2[l + a + a 2]" 1 .



With these assumptions one can start with the observed number of neutrals and,

compute the a,^BXXPXX expectations for single and double charges. This Is

done, and compared to the data In Table 3.

Table 3

Total number of R = 140 vim radius balls =" 27
Number of observed neutral balls = 15

(or 3n fractional charges)

Number of balls ' Number of balls
with one (or 3n+l) with two (or 3n+2)
fractional charges fractional charges

Calculated from neutral

x2

Observed number if
+l/3e is assumed
-l/3e is assumed

3
9

0.38
9.4

Clearly, if a l l our assumptions on randomness are r i g h t , the

Stanford data suggest that the object responsible is more l ike ly to

be -t-l/3e(-2/3e) than +2 /3e ( - l / 3e ) . And the +l /3e choice is a lso a t t r a c t i v e

because of i t s probable high mobili ty, as discussed above.

A +l /3e par t i c le could, for ins tance, be a d ant iquark , or a (ud)

diquark, held together by e i ther Coulomb, or strong forces .

In 1978 we t r ied an experiment to look for such p a r t i c l e s in the

Dynamitron accelerator at Argonne. An acce le ra to r search seemed par t icu lar ly

suitable for the (+l/3e) hypothesis, since such pa r t i c l e s would bo emitted

from re la t ive ly cold filaments, before the overwhelming pos i t ive a lka l i ions

saturate de t ec to r s . Wo used a purely e l e c t r o s t a t i c system, In order to .ivoi.l

mass select Lon, and .icce ler.ited par t ic les from heated Nb, W or I'e filaments

Into .1 detector that measured total energy. The t empiT.il ures were f,ir from

sufficient to vaporize the met.ils themselves, but were .imply .ule<pi.it >• to r.iusi'



alkali metals to diffuse to the surface and leave It as positive Ions, in

largo numbers. We were looking for particles with 1/3 the total energy—and

—21saw none above background. Our limits then were 10 per nucleon in Nb bat

only for the postulated +1/3 particle. Our search would not have been very

effective for +2/3e particles, nor for the -l/3e or -2/3e particles that would

be tied firmly to the metal host.

There are, however, still several loopholes in this result, though

both are perhaps farfetched speculations.

A. The nobility of the +l/3e particles may have caused them to

diffuse to the colder parts of the filament or even to be influenced by the

electric current.

B. Alternatively +l/3e particles may diffuse out of metals (and

perhaps other materials) at a high rate at room temperature. Consider

potassium impurities. When a filament is heated, K ions (whose electron

binding is 4.3 eV) are emitted starting at ~3J0°C. At higher temperatures

diffusion through the metal becomes important and more and more K ions are

emitted. Finally at ~800°C the diffusion rate is fast enough that the

potassium concentration in the metal becomes depleted.

Could it be that room temperature for (+l/3e) particles is like

800°C for K atoms because of the (+l/3e) particles' greater mobility and

lesser tonization energy? And that it requires low cryogenic temperatures to

trap a +l/3e particle inside a metal?

C. Finally there is a very speculative suggestion by Primao.k that

there might be some very dramatic phase transition ;it low temperatures,

precipitating qu.irks out of the nucleon. I have not spoken to anyone who

regards this suggestion as plausible.



It seems to me that we have to keep looking for possible loopholes,

not only in the Stanford experiment, but also in the body of other d;!ta, and

it is in this sense that I propose that the +l/3e hypothesis should not yet bo

discarded completely.

On current and future plans, we have attempted to look with the

Argonne Dynamitron for fractional charges in He; He is certainly omnipresent

in the Stanford experiment. Our ion source technique was similar to that of

the Ohio group. Here we concluded that we could not get useful results,

because most gas ion sources depend on the focussing properties of the gas

plasma in a discharge, and when one operates the source without a discharge

(as is necessary for selectivity in a quark search) the extraction efficiency

is likely to be lowered by many orders of magnitude. Recently a group of us

have installed a time-of-flight telescope, for heavy hadron searches similar

to those that will be reported here from the Rutherford lab, but at the higher

energies of the Dynamitron. Such a time-of-flight technique will also be very

useful in future quark searches, perhaps with pre-cooled filaments.
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